THE ARTIST
Hasia Naveh began her study of fabric arts by learning to tie-dye fabrics while also studying painting at Western Galilee College. She then continued with a variety of courses taught by top experts throughout Israel. She is a member of the Israel Quilters’ Association, a regular participant in her village quilting group and attends quilting workshops. She has exhibited her artwork in Israel and abroad including the Open European Quilt Championships 2012 exhibition in Holland where she won second place in the Intermediate category.

Five years ago she opened her studio on her family farm in Bustan HaGalil where she hosts traveling groups to talk about her life and artwork and also teach workshops in patchwork and quilting. Hasia lives on a farm with her husband David Naveh and their four children.

QUILT & TEXTILE WORKSHOPS
Materials needed for all workshops below: Scissors for paper and fabric, iron and ironing boards for each participant, and a sewing machine for demonstrations.

Fabric Cutouts/Fold & Cut
2 hour workshop for teens and adults Learn to fold and cut fabric squares, make flowers and traditional Jewish motifs that will be glued onto a backing fabric, fuse to a background, embroidered, then sewn to create a picture pillow or tablecloth.

Postcards/Pictures of Israeli Scenery
2-3 hour workshop for teens and adults Learn to create a beautiful Israeli scene on fabric using embroidery hoops.

Fabric Squares & Lavender / Soap Flakes
3 hour workshop for teens and adults Make fabric squares with an appliquéd traditional pattern, in patchwork embroidery with red thread and lavender or Acrilan and scented soap flakes. The “lavender square” is made of cotton and linen fabric. The back is linen and the front is dyed cotton fabric with a classic quilt pattern on it. The pattern is sewn as modern appliqué using a sewing machine, usually with metal thread and is hand embroidered using red thread. Additional special material needed: Lavender/soap flakes.

Houses & Birds
3 hour workshop for teens and adults
Cut out pictures of houses, trees, flowers, and birds in colorful fabric to create stories.